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MICHEL DECHAUME, PIERRE HUARD, and MARIE-JOSE IMBAULT-
HUART, Histoire illustree de l'art dentaire. Stomatologie et odontologie, Paris,
Roger Dacosta, 1977, 4to, pp. 631, illus., F. 300.
There is a large amount ofillustrative material relating to the history ofdentistry,
andthis remarkablebook makesextensive use ofit. Ittraces the history ofodontology
and stomatology from the earliest civilizations up to the present day, covering the
East as well as the West, and the text, which is extensively documented, is supported
by a superb sequence ofprints, drawings, andpictures, many in colour. These mainly
depict extraction, instruments, anatomical structures, and operations and operative
techniques. Many are cartoons, some well known, others rare. There are also photo-
graphs, title-pages, hand-bills, anatomical charts, manuscript pages, etc. Anespecially
useful section deals with the teaching and evolution ofdentistry in various countries
of Western and Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and of America, and the names
of outstanding practitioners in each area are listed.
The authors and the publishers have produced a most attractive book, which will
have wide appeal. It is that rare mixture ofa scholarly presentation which combines
with an aesthetically pleasing format to create an outstanding contribution to the
history ofdentistry.
LEONARDO DA VINCI, Anatomical drawingsfrom the Royal Collection, London,
Royal Academy ofArts, 1977, 8vo, pp. 159, illus., £3.00 (paperback).
The exhibition of the Leonardo anatomical drawings from the Royal Library at
Windsor, which was held at the Royal Academy from November 1977 to February
1978, attracted 84,751 visitors. This elegant catalogue is not only a detailed and
scholarly guide to the exhibits, but it is also a notable contribution to the Leonardo
literature. As well as a 'Preface' (Sir Hugh Casson), a 'Foreword' (Anthony Blunt),
and an 'Introduction' (Carlo Pedretti), there is a brief, but excellent, essay by Dr.
Kenneth D. Keele, who, with Professor Pedretti, will edit the forthcoming Corpus
ofLeonardo's anatomical studies in the Royal Collections. As a record of a successful
exhibition and as a permanent demonstration of Leonardo's remarkable skills, this
book will remain popular. Its price is modest, and exceedingly so when contrasted
with the four-figure sum the Corpus wil demand.
EDWARD MacCURDY, The notebooks ofLeonardo da Vinci, London, Jonathan
Cape, 1977, 2 vols., 8vo, pp. 610, 566, illus., £20.00.
The first edition of this book appeared in 1938 and was warmly received. It is
now re-issued with its sixty-four illustrations. Professor MacCurdy spent more than
thirty years studying, translating, and arranging the voluminous pages ofLeonardo's
notebooks. They were in no order, and he grouped them according to subject. Thus,
those on 'Anatomy' occupy pp. 90 to 189 in volume one, on 'Physiology' pp. 190 to
222, on 'Optics' pp. 206to 248, on 'Acoustics' pp. 249 to 258, etc. Thepresent location
ofeach page is given.
The main drawback here is that only a few ofthe drawings have been reproduced,
but, ofcourse, works published since 1938 have to some extent remedied this defect.
However, in view of the recent interest in the works of Leonardo and of the forth-
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